
LD1659

Chairman Berry, Chairman Lawrence & joint Energy, Utilities and Technology committee members:

It has been a century since our impact on global warming was discovered & over 15 years since Al 
Gore  identified the “inconvenient truth” about it, yet global emissions of greenhouse gases continue to 
rise ,   Governments still subsidize fossil fuels &  citizens pay for renewable energy on their own.  It 
isn't surprising that people such as the Fridays for future movement led by Greta Thunberg & students  
born in this century are upset with my generation's failure to stand up to international commerce , stop 
increasing greenhouse gas emissions & “clean up our mess”.

Humankind should atone  to future generations for its failure  replace  misguided fossil fuel subsidies & 
accelerate the transition to renewable energy. The  sun provides enough energy to Earth in one hour to 
meet all earth needs for a year.  We only need to capture that energy to have energy without greenhouse 
gases.    A  bill called Accelerator LD1659 would finance renewable clean energy projects.   In the past 
5 years I have saved over $1.8K per year on electricity generated by my 36 solar panels costing  ~$32K  
in 2016  -  but people often dont  have emough cash to pay that.   An Accelerator like LD1659  could 
loan  initial solar panel costs - then be reimbursed over time with   savings from energy credits - so 
homeowners can reduce emissions .  It  would also finance other types of projrects that reduce or 
eliminate greenhouse gas emissions.

Please vote yes “ought to pass” on LD1659...

Swedish Climate actist Greta Thunberg  once said:  “We are failing but we have not yet failed.  The 
future is up to us.” 

With best regards,

Randall Parr
Appleton Maine
2075428885
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